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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Several authors [ 1,2,4,6-l l] have studied the connection between the abelian 
group G and the E module .G, where E 7 End G, the endomorphism ring of G. 
In this paper we consider a problem of this type: determining the E module 
structure of i(G), the injective hull of rG. For finite rank completely decompo- 
sable G, we characterize i(G) in terms of the types of the rank one summands of 
G. For arbitrary torsion free finite rank G WC describe i(G) as a direct sum of 
duals of right ideals in R = Q (& E, the quasi-endomorphism ring of G. We 
give some sufficient conditions such that i(G) = QG, where QG : Q @= G. 
Unless otherwise noted G is an additive torsion free abelian group of finite 
rank; E, i(G), R and QG are as above. For all other notation and definitions we 
follow [3]. 
The following result simplifies the calculation of i(G). 
THEOREM 1. For any torsion free abelian group G, QG C i(G); moreover, 
i(G) = i(,QG)-the injective hull of QG regarded ar an R module. 
Proof. It is well known (and easy to prove) that since E is torsion free and 
i(G) is E injective, i(G) is divisible. Thus, QG C i(G). Both of these can be 
regarded as R modules in the natural way. It is also easy to check that i(G) is 
still injective regarded as an R module. Since eG is essential in $(G) it immediately 
follows that sQG is essential in $(G). So i(G) = i(RQG). 
Remark. It is immediate from Theorem 1 that if G N H (G quasi-isomorphic 
to H), then i(G) = i(H). 
2. THE STRONGLY INDECOMPOSABLE CUE 
Let G be strongly indecomposable (torsion free abelian of finite rank). Then R 
is a local ring [3, Prop. 92.31 so projective R modules are free l-51. 
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Also, since rank G < co, R is a finite dimensional Q-algebra. Thus, if IUR 
is finitely generated, then AIR is projective iff (Ms)* is injective, where (Ms)* = 
Hom,(M, Q) with the natural left R module structure. We also have (MR)** G 
M, . Analogous statements hold for finitely generated left R modules. 
For any Q basis B = (x1 .,.x,}ofQGletA,={x~QGix~C~~x~with 
C 01~ = O}. Clearly, A, is an n - 1 dimensional subspace of QG and each 71 - I 
dimensional subspace is an A, for suitable B. 
Let Ms = {x E QG j Rx C A,}. Each MB is a submodule of RQG. 
THEOREM 2. Let (Mni ... MB*} be chosen such that & MBi = (0) with the 
intersection irredundant. Then i(G) = @F=, (RR):. 
Proof. For each B, = {xii .‘. xni} define ti: QG -+ Q by ti[Cj +xii] = 
C olji. Let ui: QG - (RR)* be given by u&)[r] = ti(rg). The correspondence 
g + gi(g) is easily seen to be an R homomorphism from sQG to (RR)*. Since 
Ker ui = MB. L , we have an R embedding of QG/MBi into (RR)*. 
Now (RR)* is injective since R, is free. Furthermore if L is any finitely 
generated injective left R module, then L* is right projective, so by our previous 
comment L* is free, say L* G & (R& . But then L g L** g @:z1 (RR):. 
Thus, visibly, (RR) * is the minimal injective left R module containing QG/MB,, . 
But the above implies that each QG/MBi can be embedded as an essent;al 
submodule of (RR)*. Since n MB, is irredundant, it is easy to prove that g -+ 
(d4%.., glc(g)) defines an essenhal embedding of QG into X q = @F=, (RR):. 
Thus, i(G) = &G) = &QG) = X. 
COROLLARY. Let G be strongly indecomposable such that rank G = n, rank 
E = Y and let d = dimo[i(G)]. Then d = sr with 1 < s < n. 
Proof. Since dim, R * = dime R = rank E = r, it is evident that d = sr 
where s is as in the theorem. But, clearly, we can choose bases B, ..+ B, with 
fl:=r ABj = (0). Thus, fib, MB6 = (0) and s < 71. 
Since i(G) is an invariant of G, the number s of MBi’s in any irredundant 
zero intersection is also invariant. However, the MBi’s need not be isomorphic 
submodules and the ui’s can be quite different embeddings. 
EXAMPLE. Let G be a strongly indecomposable group of rank 4 such that, 
with respect to a fixed basis B = {x1 ... x4} of QG, we have 
h 
(It is easy to construct such a G.) Then n/r, = {a(x3 - x4) 1 a EQ}, a one 
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dimensional subspace of QG. Let B’ = {xl , x1 - x2 , -x1 + 1/2(x2 + xa + x,), 
-xi + 1/2(x, - xs + x4)}. Then M,s, = {+I - 1/4x,) + Pxe + ~3 I 01, P, Y EQ) 
a three dimensional subspace of QG. We have AI, n Ma, = (0), so i(G) = 
mJ* 0 (RR)*. 
3. THE GENERAL CASE 
For arbitrary groups G of finite rank, the construction of i(G) is a slight 
generalization of that used in Section 2. First, G is quasi-isomorphic to a direct 
sum of strongly indecomposable groups G N G, @ ... @ G, [3, p. 150, Thm. 
92.51. Each strongly indecomposable Gi corresponds to a primitive idempotent ei 
of R (ei = the projection of QG on QGJ. 
For eachQ basis Bi = {xi ,..., ~3 ofQGi define A,6 = {cf=, “jXj I& aj = 0} 
and MBi = {g E QG / e,Rg C Asi}. As in Section 2 each MB< is a submodule of 
QG. Furthermore, if we let Mi = flallBi MBi , Mi can be written as a finite 
irredundant intersection Mi = MBl, n M,,g n ... n M,; . Again as in Section 2, 
this gives an essential embedding 0 + QG/M, --j @,“l, (e:R),*. 
It is easy to see that ny=r Mi = 0. Then an irredundant intersection 0 = 
fl:L, Mil (m < n) gives an essential embedding QG C @L, GQ/Mil C 
@E, @, (e$,R)F. With the above notation, this proves: 
THEOREM 3. i(G) = @TL, @j”21(e,lR)T. 
In general, if G N &, G, it seems difficult to relate i(G) to i(Gi) = i(EiGi), 
where Ei = End G, . However, if each Gi is a fully invariant subgroup of G 
we have the following simple: 
PROPOSITION. Let G N @y=, Gi with each Gi fully invariant. Then i(G) = 
OL, i(G,). 
Proof. In this case QG = &rQGi is an R direct sum and i[RQGi] = 
i[oE,QGi]. The result follows. 1 
4. APPLICATIONS 
In this section the results of Sections 3 and 4 are applied to some more specific 
classes of groups. 
First we consider the quasi-isomorphism class of completely decomposable 
groups. Let G N G, @ ... @ G, where each Gi has rank one. As in Section 3, 
let e, ... e, be the primitive idempotents in R denoting the projections of QG 
onto each QGi . Let tj = type Gj and T = {tj (i = 1 ... n}. 
It is easy to see that M, = {g E QG 1 e,Rg = 0} = &,G+ QGj . Thus, it is 
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clear that if ti < tj then Mi I n/r, . Therefore 0 = fiT=, Mi = nt.ET, Mi , where 
T’ is a set of distinct maximal types in T. Furthermore ntjET, Mi is &redundant. 
Now QG/&& z Btjsti QGj . Fix 0 f xj E QGj . Then the map oi: QG/n’l, + 
(e,R)* defined by o,(xi)[eir] = c where eirxi = cxi is an isomorphism. 
Thus, if G - @y=, Gi with rank Gi = 1, the above remarks together with 
Theorem 3 yield: 
‘I’HEOREM 4. i(G) = OtiET, (@)* s @T, QGIMi = OtiET, OtjGti QGj . 
It is natural to ask how large do = dim, i(G) can be as a function of n = 
rank G. Theorem 4 allows us to compute this in terms of the partially ordered 
set T. In particular note that if T’ = {ti , t, ,..., tnz} is a set of distinct maximal 
types in T and ni = cardinality of (Gj 1 type Gi < ti}, then 
do = fn+ 
i=l 
C-t) 
The possibilities for do are given by 
THEOREM 5. Let G N G, @ Gz @ ... @ G, , where each Gi has rank one. 
Then 
(i) zjc 71 is odd, n < do < ((n + 1)/2)2 
(ii) ifn is euen, n < d, < n/2(n/2 + 1). 
Moreover, these bounds are the best possible. 
Proof Since QG C i(G), n < do . Further, if G is chosen such that the Gj’s 
are of pairwise incomparable type, then d, = n. (For such G we have T’ -= T 
and each ni = 1 in (t).) 
To find an upper bound for dc , we consider the graph of the partially ordered 
set T. The maximal value of dc is obtained if the graph of T resembles a “flower”. 
That is, the complement of T’ is a chain. This is true since for an arbitrary T 
we can only increase dc by changing the ordering to require t < t’ for all 
t E T\T’, t’ E T’, and tl = t2 for all t, , t2 E T\T’. 
Now assume the graph of T is a “flower” with card{Gj ) type Gi E T’} = 
k > m = card T’. It is clear from (t) that k = m gives the largest possible dG . 
In this case do = m(n - m + 1). Th is is maximized by m = n/2 if n is even, 
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m = (n + 1)/2 if n is odd. Thus dc = ((n + 1)/2)2 is maximal if rr is odd and 
d, = n/2(n/2 + 1) is maximal if n is even. 
As previously remarked QG C i(G) f or all torsion free G. As a final application 
we discuss three cases in which i(G) = QG. 
Case 1. If G N G, @ ... @ G, with rank Gi = 1, i = l;.. 71, and T = 
(type Gi 1 i = 1 ... n} then i(G) = QG iff each connected component of the 
graph of T has a unique maximal element. 
Proof. If t, # t, are maximal types in T and G, satisfies type Gi < t, and 
type Gi ,< t2 , then it is clear from Theorem 4 that i(G) contains two copies 
of QGi . Thus, the condition is necessary. Conversely, if QG = i(G) then 
Theorem 4 implies that each type Gi is less than or equal to a unique maximal 
type. 
Case 2. If G is strongly indecomposable then i(G) = QG iff rank G = 
T rank E, where r is the R-rank of the free right II module [i(G)]*. 
Proof. The condition implies that rank G = rank i(G), which is sufficient. 
The converse is immediate from Theorem 2. 
Case 3. If N(E), the nil radical of E, is (0), then i(G) = QG. 
Proof. In this case N(R) = Q @ N(E) = (0) so R is semisimple Artinian. 
Therefore the R module QG is injective. 
5. REMARKS 
Since i(G) is finite dimensional over Q it can be written as a finite direct sum 
of indecomposable injectives: 
[i(G) = @ i(Sj)] , 
9 
where each i(Sj) is the injective hull of the simple R module Sj . If G is a strongly 
indecomposable group, R is a local ring, so, in this case, each i(Sj) z i(R/J(R)), 
j(R) the radical of R. Thus, we know in advance that if G is strongly indecom- 
posable, then i(G) will be a sum of isomorphic indecomposable injectives. 
Theorem 2 tells us that each of these summands will be isomorphic to (RR)*. 
In the general case each i(SJ will correspond to one of the terms (eRR)* of 
Theorem 3, where e is a primitive idempotent of R. Deciding which primitive 
idempotents will appear in the decomposition of Theorem 3 is equivalent to 
deciding which simple R modules will appear as an Sj in (1). 
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